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Active Learning in the Classroom Meetings
• An educator must create a passion for learning in their students –
lectures alone are unable to engage this generation of learners
• Effective activities in the learning experience will create a desire for
life - long learning as knowledge becomes a discovery process

Educational Innovation: Abstract
Outcomes Desired: Creating effective multi-sensory, multi-modal learning experiences that
motivate life-long learning while deepening student understanding of and appreciation for the
complexities of the electric power grid and the challenges we face to make it intelligent, efficient
and sustainable.

International Educational Experiences
Sustainable Design in London (ECE09.403)
Renewable Energy in Costa Rica (ENGR290)
Builds motivation for life-long learning as students
experience engineering in a global context and
speak to engineer s around the world about the
challenges facing our globe

• The goal is to make sure not more than 10-minutes elapses before
the students are required to engage with the materials they have
been presented with in some active way:
• Problem solving or example completion
• Team or group work, peer-to-peer discussion
• The research of Halpern and Hakel appear confirmed by this
educator’s experiences showing that “ What professors do in their
classrooms matters far less than what they ask their students to
do”
• Increasing challenge in EE curriculum is to cover more content with
limited time – instilling motivation to learn outside the classroom is
critical to student success

Undergraduate Research

• Exercises motivate students to engage with new knowledge much
more effectively than lectures alone are able to
• Over three year assessment period over 93% reported positively
that the learning activities were quite helpful to their increased
understanding of course materials
• 18% improvement in technical competence established from testing

Figure 1 – Goal of the Scholarship of Dr PM Jansson PE

• Amount of course material effectively covered increased by 16-50%

Students learn to conduct cutting-edge engineering
research in sustainable technologies and their
applications – They learn to perform assessments,
feasibilities, designs, system analysis of technical
and economic performance. More than half of ECE
graduates involved in the U/G clinic research
projects went on to graduate school

Clinic-Based, Project-Based, Research-Based, Consulting-Based
Learning
• Student technical confidence greatly increases as they work on projects for extended periods
of research, clinics, projects or in a consulting experience.
• Examples include:

Training Tours and Real-World Laboratories
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This Year’s ELEC491 – Electrical Energy Conversion (Systems and Devices)
included multiple training tours and simulation laboratories:
Citizen’s Electric (LDC) 69-kV Substation, Store-room and Operating Center
PJM (RTO) the largest North American Independent System Operator
Bucknell University Combined Heat and Power (Cogeneration) facility
Local 12-kV 3-phase Feeder
Evangelical Hospital Biomass Power Facility (Cogeneration)
PSCAD – EMTDC simulation software for electrical transmission
3-phase power motor/generator hands-on laboratory
PowerWorld electric system simulation

• Creation of the New Jersey Anemometer Loan Program (Clinic)

Undergraduate Publications

• 3 MW Photovoltaic system interfaced with 34kV PECO Distribution Grid on PJM (Consulting)
• Smart PV Modules and CNG/Hybrid/EV/V2G Transport/Storage (Research)
• Kaneka a-Si PV Module Testing (Project Based Clinic)

Students build confidence, competence and expertise as they perform
literature searches in order to effectively report their research results in
national and international publications. To-date this has resulted in over
75 student authors or co-authors on such diverse topics as: smart grid,
renewable and sustainable energy systems, integrating renewable
systems with the grid, reducing the costs of renewable power systems,
energy efficiency, and many other novel energy systems.

